In a self-governed peoples’ direct democracy in Norway, where everyone with voting rights decide how we wish our local society and country to be run in our own favor – whether in a village, city or part of a city – down to the minimum size of a community of 5,000, nothing will stand in the way of us creating the society we desire, need and dream of.

In a self-governed peoples’ direct democracy we can easily give ourselves higher wages for fewer working days per week and with fewer working hours per day than today. This is possible because our rightful ownership to our country’s resources will simultaneously be returned to our ownership parallel to the immediate dissolvement of today’s criminal piracy political system = parliamentarism when the majority of the Norwegian population chooses real peoples’ direct democracy (self-governance). When this happens our country’s resources will be returned to their rightful owners – us, so that WE get the profits from the sales of oil, gas, gold, silver, drinking water, electricity and a myriad of other assets that we own and that today’s criminal politicians no longer can steal from us and put into their masters and their own pockets.

When we own the resources with all the profits, which are enormous, we can easy give ourselves monthly salaries of 50,000 Norwegian Crowns without having to pay any taxes. All of this can easily be acquired just by the sensible use of our joint-owned national resources both onshore and offshore. Just the profit from the sales of these will supply us with all we need of healthy food, pay for all forms of transport, clothes and the vast majority of commodities we otherwise currently import.

The profits from the sale of our joint-owned resources will form the basis of our buying power for our external economy allowing us to buy what we need from abroad. Parallel with our external economy we can set up our own domestic economy and this can be as large as we choose it to be because nobody abroad trading with us will ever get paid in anything but REAL VALUES belonging to us!

In short, when WE get paid in the form of real values from other countries, THEY get assets of real value from us in return = oil, gas etc. This is the old bartering principle before the invention of the rip-off matrix of government, state and banking (the current criminal system built upon hocus-pocus-money-out-of-thin-air).

In other words we can create an economy based on bartering, for example one hundred thousand liters of raw oil in exchange for a car. This is a great deal because OUR oil doesn’t cost us anything apart from the effort involved in drilling it up, and the equipment needed for this and its delivery. But we can make the equipment needed ourselves in Norway for this using our own domestic economy, so in reality we won’t have any expenses for this.
When we have set up our own domestic economy there is no limit to how much good we can do to benefit ourselves and we won’t have to work more than maximum 4 days a week, six hours a day to receive a wage of 50,000 internal Norwegian Crowns for everyone (this is roughly equivalent to 5,000 euro, £4,300 or $5,700).

For this monthly wage we can buy everything sold in Norway, whether produced in Norway or bought from abroad, because, as already pointed out, all foreign commodities imported to Norway will be bought with the profits from the sale of our joint-owned oil, gas, electricity, water and so on - or from the sale of other things we produce here in Norway that are desired abroad that can be bought from us, or exchanged with us.

As soon as you see how smart and easy this system is and how it benefits all of us, you can wonder why Norwegian politicians haven’t already organised things this way to benefit the people of Norway. The answer is simple. THEY DON'T WORK FOR US.

Can it be that the private bank families who control the world’s economy today in favor of themselves, and who more or less own and dictate all politicians of any importance in most countries around the world, DON'T want competition that ruins their lucrative economic monopoly which exclusively benefits THEM? Could this be the reason Norwegian politicians take no initiative in favor of the people of Norway?

And now we are coming to the crux of our planet’s economic problem. All money existing on our planet today is based on non-existing values, which is the reason why more and more honest economists come out and tell the world how today’s monetary system is based on abracadabra trillions of non-existing money, numbers conjured out of thin air to give these bank families the power to control the world through their so-called money system. And the banks use these completely non-existing values to buy up shares and thereby become the majority shareholders in companies which own real values, therefore acquiring REAL VALUES from nothing.

Likewise banks buy up extensive property worth, of real value, for some worthless digits on a screen that the seller gets transfered to his or her account in the bank’s bank system meaning the seller only receives money in values that are worth something as long as shops keep accepting payment for real values with worthless digital money.

When you understand that today’s monetary system is completely fraudulent you will immediately see that people all around the world would benefit greatly by replacing this false system with real direct democracy’s economic model as described above, where all countries can have their own domestic economy based on their country’s joint-owned real values, whether these are labor, good ideas which create something your society
needs, good music and entertainment and whatever else gifted talents can create and perform, as well as everything else we can do to help each other, and make together so our society benefits, functions well and provides us the necessities of life.

Introducing real direct democracy also allows us to become very self-sufficient, for example in food and all we need in our day to day lives, so that our lives and society function in favor of us, both with regards to health and economy.

And the rest of the world will see how fantastic this system works for us and will be so inspired that they will want to introduce this system in their own country, and when that happens in enough countries, it’s game over for the banks’ control over us.

When that happens the world is ready for a new cooperation between our countries WITHOUT the interference and control of New World Order organisations such as UN, EU, NATO, the Federal Reserve, IMF (International Monetary Fond), the World Bank, WHO, Red Cross and a whole bunch of other organisations like the banks, that are ultimately controlled and run by a three-headed dragon, the Vatican, the Rothschilds and Europe’s royal families headed by Her Royal Highness, Queen Elizabeth II, regina, and her European family = European royalty, including Norway’s royal family, which they run to THEIR advantage both with regards to economy and with regards to self-elected power over their countries’ populations.

Norwegian and foreign politicians work for these, and the evidence for this is the Norwegian maritime flag which flutters from the mast of Norway’s parliament – Storting, rather than the Norwegian peoples’ flag. This maritime flag (splittflagget) represents the same as the American flag with golden fringes, confirmation of American presidents’ loyalty to the banks’ interests rather than the interests of the American people.

The maritime flag represents no nation, no constitution, in other words your country has been hijacked by the banks, they have ripped you of your country and your constitution. This is the flag fluttering from Norway’s parliament building Stortinget without 99% of the population having a clue of its meaning for themselves = no rights, no constitution and no constitutional judges.

Maritime Law is also known as the piracy law, because Maritime Law in reality represents the rule of the strongest man takes all at sea, so-called giving the bully the right to steal all from another ship – and this is how Norway’s politicians and government treat the population of Norway today, in addition killing them for profit through enforced smart technology. In maritime terms this tradition – boarding other ships to rob and steal its contents is called privateering (kaperfart). Privateering, or
the Norwegian phrase for this: 
kaperfart, originates from the time of the Napoleon

cic wars where British warships gave
tose适合自己 and plunder innocent foreign merchant ships orig

ating from the
countries they were at war with, in order to steal their load and valuables.

It is the Maritime Law variant of the Norwegian flag that hangs from the Norwegian parliament building, Storting, which Norwegian politicians are following in full swing by their open stealing of our joint-owned natural resources both at sea and on land, giving these away to their Bilderberg friends in the form of concessions to bore oil and other resources on our Norwegian continental shelf, pump it up and sell it on the open market to make huge profit to themselves and their political partners in crime, so that WE who own the oil here in Norway, for the most part, have no joy or receive any benefit whatsoever from the sale of our resources.

In other words: the Bilderberg group has brought the Maritime flag and Law to our shores so that they with the help of our politicians can "lawful" continue the boarding of ships on land = steal everything from Norway, both onshore and offshore.

By introducing the above economic system in Norway with the introduction of real direct democracy based on local self-governance we can simple and easy rid ourselves of the political traitorship we experience today. To achieve this we have to agree to it, and dare take the first steps, because if we don’t it’s just a matter of time before we have lost all to Norway’s ruthless freemasonry mafia and their counterparts in international freemasonry that run Norwegian politics, the judicial (piracy) system and fake monetary economy today on behalf of the above described owners of the Bilderberg group.

Just see how our politicians openly mock us and plunder us with the gigantic prices they charge us for in electricity, oil and gas which rightly belong to us, but that these smiling traitors have stolen and given away to the Bilderberg group’s oil companies and the like to enrich THEM, whilst we have to pay for what should be virtually free, because it belongs to us.

Just see how much they force us to pay in taxes, road tolls, road tax, the TV licence, the obligatory contributions we have to make at the doctor’s clinic, at hospital and for medicines WHICH WE HAVE ALREADY PAID FOR IN OUR TAXES.

In addition to the above it will soon cost us over 5,000 Norwegian Crowns (rough equivalent: 550 euro, £485 and $620) to drive from one end of the country and down again (tur-retur Oslo – Tromsø) just in road charges alone, for roads WHICH WE HAVE ALREADY PAID MAINTENANCE THROUGH OUR TAXES. And guess who owns and put up these privately-owned daylight robbery road toll machines, yes it’s the politicians and the freemasons otherwise owning or sitting on the boards of the same
companies owning MILLIONS from us when we have already paid for road building and maintenance through prepaid taxes. These criminals earn MILLIONS at our expense.

But the worst thing about all this is that the vast majority of people in Norway have no idea that our country is occupied by Norwegian political parties whose representatives in Storting (Norway’s parliament) and government (regjering) together with our courts of law have in all secrecy turned our country Norway belonging to the people of Norway to multiple private-owned companies now registered at another private-owned company called Brønnøysundregistrett, with the holding company of all these private owned subsidiaries called STATEN AS NORGE = the Norwegian State PLC, belonging to the large and powerful Bilderberg mafia, which also owns and dictates the politics the UN, EU, NATO and all other Deep State corporations and organisations.

They have already stolen our country – Norway – from us, and now we are living, or rather existing, at the mercy of our treacherous politicians who are trying to hide from us and the rest of the world the fact that the New World Order Bilderberg Group pirates have stolen our country. Our treacherous politicians are trying to keep up the façade internationally because the opposition against these criminals in America and Europa and other countries is now so large, also within the criminal EU, that it’s just a question of time before the Vatican, Europe’s royal families and the bank family Rothschild with their treacherous and criminal partners collapse.

Evidence to this effect are Brexit, UKIP in Great Britain; President Trump in the United States; President Putin in Russia; Marine Le Penn in France; Geert Wilders in Holland; Viktor Orban in Hungary; Sebastian Kurz in Austria as well as many other good forces around the world, who have now started to talk to each about about making changes benefiting their country’s populations and the world at large. Other evidence is the reported short-to-be departure of New World Order puppets Angela Merkel, Germany and Emmanuel Macron, France.

In the USA a huge investigation is underway looking into politicians’ activities, those of Deep State operatives, banking and finance, the Hollywood film industry including actors, the music industry and popstars and many other people who are involved in pedophilia, human trafficking, weapon and drugs’ smuggling and all forms of economic crime, of which Bill and Hillary Clinton and other prominent members of society both in American and abroad will be brought to trial. This will naturally lead to investigation of the crimes of Norwegian politicians who have have very close ties to the Clintons and Obamas.

Just imagine what will happen with the Norwegian mafia when names like Bill and Hillary Clinton, Obama, Soros, Kissinger and more well-known names from the Bilderberg mafia gets thrown into jail. Then it’s game
over for today’s political Norway, and it’s because of this we need to have a new system in place for when this day comes, which benefits us, the people of Norway, otherwise we will end up in a country with no control – or control again in the wrong hands.

Real direct democracy after the above described self-governing model will benefit all of us. Served by a panel of our country’s leading experts from all important and necessary areas of society, these will be selected and chosen by us to take care of our resources and ensure the income from the sales are shared equally between all Norwegian nationals - not shared in the form of cash in a bank account, but in the form of free local services which benefit all in our society, such as virtually free electricity, fuel and water etc, hospitals, roads etc, benefiting absolute everyone in Norway, no matter where they live.

What we need now is a societal reform replacing the scam of parliamentarism with a new administrative panel lead by the country’s leading experts in each and every field, where every member is a highly competent expert with longtime experience and sound background in serving others rather than his or her’s own personal greed, power and pocket. Politicians will simultaneously be made redundant when real direct democracy is introduced. The vast majority of them in Norway today are young, unqualified and hand-selected puppets chosen for their ability to be disloyal to Norway and for their ease to be moulded by their masters. The mast majority have no relevant qualifications or expertise - apart from their ability to lie to the public on behalf of their bosses.

The administrative panel WILL HAVE NO POWER – they will be obligated to serve the people locally where they live all over Norway, providing them with what they need and decide on locally, such as the building of new schools, kindergartens, a local hospital with maternity ward, an old folk’s centre, sports halls, cultural centres and the like that benefit people locally.

It can work like this: all local communities with a minimum of 5,000 or more citizens can make proposals, for example the building and later maintenance of one of the above mentioned service and leisure activity buildings, which they then vote for locally through an electronic voting system. All proposals meeting a majority support of 55% or more will be automatically approved and sent to the administrative service system to set into action with their being in charge of project management, building and completion of projects within an agreed timeframe for each and every project.

Any attempt to stop, prevent, drag out or boycott in any other form agreed-upon services ordered from the local community will result in the member of the administrative service system automatically being fired on
the spot. This way we ensure that the new administrative service system serves us in sharp contrast to today’s political system.

The pricing for each project will be costed by the administrative service system – not by contractors, and all orders for services will be set by binding agreements, NOT the use of today’s contracts, which as the name implies, are a con – open-ended to allow a huge increase in price which contractors pocket (allowed by today’s criminal fake Maritime Law system). Contracts will no longer exist, but will automatic be replaced by legal binding fixed-price agreements.

The new administrative service system will meet our needs and desires and the costs of projects will not be that important because when it is us, the people of Norway who own the income from the sale of the country’s oil, gas, gold and silver, drinking water, electricity and all else that belongs to everyone, we have enough money to purchase all products we don’t produce ourselves and need from abroad.

For internal use in Norway we can have our own monetary system that allows us to use as much money as we want. We can do this because today’s international monetary system is based on worthless digital numbers and no longer on a gold standard like the old days. For us this is therefore a golden opportunity to employ everyone in Norway and to inspire and help each other to create our own Norwegian paradise with the use of infinite digital Norwegian Crowns internally in Norway so we no longer have to worry about money at all.

What we do internally in Norway is irrelevant for the rest of the world, because they will get paid in oil and gas, gold and silver, good drinking water and cheap electricity, loads of fish and everything else we produce in Norway that we know Europe and parts of the rest of the world need. This is a modern form of exchanging value for value, in old days called "bartering".

As long as the world around us gets assets of real value in exchange for their real values it doesn’t matter for them what we do to with the use of digital money here at home in the north.

There is also the possibility of a new valuebased economic system where your labor, ideas, knowledge and talents are considered a real value and that you are paid for what you contribute to your own country. On top of this comes all the results and products from your labor, ideas, skills and talent whether you take care of the elderly and ill, teach in a school, work in the building industry, write songs and compose music or compete in sport to the joy of your country’s people.

This model is based on local self-governance wherever we live be it in villages, towns, sections of larger cities or small communities all over the
country. This means, as mentioned that all desired proposals made by the public locally are proposed and decided by each and every individual separately, AND NOBODY ELSE.

Similarly, everyone will be able to propose and vote on ideas of possible national interest such as the building of new roads, delivery of fibre optic cables, public transport and everything else of importance, necessity or desired on a national basis. Again the same principle applies, a 55% majority in support of all proposals for the proposal to be set in motion. Forget the costs. It costs us nothing other than our own initiative in return for a very favorable sum deposited in our bank account each month, like today, that each of us can use to buy all we need, in the form of income.

The goal is to make Norway and ourselves as self-sufficient as possible with as much as possible so that we avoid expensive imports, and thereby get even more money to play with as well as more free time to enjoy ourselves with!

WAKE UP! We don’t need politicians! All we need is a new well-functioning administrative service system that ensures that ALL receive their lawful part of everything that belongs to all of us, a system that takes care of all our needs and desires and creates a better and fairer society which also protects our rights, takes care of our safety, needs and life’s necessities both locally and nationally.

The alternative to a well-functioning self-governing direct democracy is the treacherous continuation of today’s parliamentary piracy, and that only works in favor of state AS NORGEs owners and its treacherous co-owners abroad. WHAT WE NEED IS THE COUNTRY NORWAY – BELONGING TO US.

The choice is your’s.